Gas Distribution

**Gas Measurement**

- Diaphragm Gas Meters
- Turbine Meters
- Gas Regulators

- Positive Displacement Rotary Gas Meters
- Electronic Volume Correctors
- Temperature and Pressure Instrumentation
- LP Gas Regulation

**Rotary Meters**

- Ultra Sonic Meters

**Meter Automation Solutions**

- RW Lyall, Central Plastics, Poly Cam

**Anodeless Gas Risers**, Transition Fittings, Meter Manifolds

- RW Lyall, Central Plastics, Poly Cam

**Excess Flow Valves**

- UMAC, RW Lyall, Perfection

**Electrofusion Equipment and Fittings**

- Central Plastics, MT Deason

**Gas Tapping Equipment, Fittings and Meter Valves**

- Mueller Company

**Polyethylene Gas Pipe and Fittings**

- Performance Pipe, Central

**Polyethylene Gas Valves**

- Kerotest, RW Lyall

**Butt and Socket Fusion Equipment, Pipe Scrapers**

- Connectra, McElroy

**Squeeze Off Tools**

- Connectra, Mustang, Timberline, Footage

**Tracer Wire Connectors**

- King Innovation

**Jameson “Live” Gas Line Tracer Kit Locating**

- Jameson

**Leak Detection Soap**

- Winton Products

**Meter Security Devices**

- Highfield Mfg

**Non Sparking – Non Magnetic Tools**

- AMPCO

**Flexible Utility Markers, Cathodic Protection Stations**

- Rhino, Carsonite

**Marking and Construction Enamel Paints**

- Rust-oleum, Aervoe

**Tracer Wire (PE Coated) and Connectors**

- Agave, Pro-Mark

**Pipe Clamps**

- Mueller, Dresser Manufacturing

**Mechanical Fittings**

- Perfection, Continental Industries, RW Lyall

- Corrugated Interior Gas Pipe Systems Pipeline Strainers
- Pipeline Pigging Products
- Marking Flags
- Swage Nipples
- Weld Fittings and Flanges
- Thread Sealants

- Black Malleable Fittings and Nipples
- Stake Chasers
- Steel Pipe, Fusion Bond
- Plug Valves (Iron/Steel)
- Protective Coating Tapes

- Pressure Gauges
- Pressure Gauges
- Valve Boxes
- Insulating Unions
- Flange Gaskets

**Flexible Gas Connectors for Appliances and Mobile Homes**

- RectorSeal
- AGAVE WIRE LTD
- Trenton

- Highfield
- DryConn Waterproof Connectors
- Carosniti

- Pro-Mark Utility Supply Inc
- Powercrete
Core Competencies

Meter Installation - Diversification in water, gas* and electric allows us to provide meter installations for any size utility. MSPS brings a fully functioning paperless work order management solutions (WOMS) with a track record of installing over 1,000,000 water, gas and electric meters.

- AMR/AMI Installation
- GIS Mapping
- Meter Reading
- Meter Maintenance
- Call Processing
- Long Term System Management

- Analytics
- System Audits
- Meter Testing
- Asset Tracking
- Asset Management
- Strategic Partners for Gas Meter Exchanges